Cost of diabetes: comparison of disease-attributable and matched cohort cost estimation methods.
To estimate and compare the annual direct healthcare cost among Type 1 (T1DM) and Type 2 (T2DM) diabetes patients using two cost estimation methods: (1) DM-attributable cost and (2) all cause case-control cost. An administrative claims cohort study using the HealthCore Integrated Research Database (HIRD(R)) identified T1DM and T2DM patients age >or=18 and <65 years between 1/1/2006 - 12/31/2006. DM patients (cases) were matched 1:1 with non-DM patients (controls) by age, gender, state, and commercial plan type (HMO, PPO, POS). All patients had continuous eligibility for calendar years 2006-07. DM-attributable cost was assessed by summing medical claims for DM (ICD-9-CM codes 250.xx) and pharmacy claims for anti-hyperglycemic agents, and all cause health care cost was assessed for cases and controls, for the calendar year 2007. A total of 12,096 T1DM and 256,245 T2DM cases and matched controls were identified. T1DM and T2DM cases had significantly higher average baseline comorbidities and Deyo-Charleson Comorbidity scores than controls (2.17 vs. 0.23 and 1.62 vs. 0.39, respectively, p < 0.0001 for both).While DM attributable cost estimation resulted in a mean annual cost of $6247 for T1DM and $3002 for T2DM in 2007, the mean annual (per patient) all-cause total cost estimation using the case-control method resulted in a difference of $10,837 ($14,060 for cases, vs. $3223 for controls) for T1DM; and $4217 ($8070 for cases, vs. $3853 for controls) for T2DM. The DM-attributable cost method underestimated costs by 42% for T1DM and 29% for T2DM compared to the case-control method. The difference was smaller but still significant (33% for T1DM and 14% for T2DM) when multivariate technique was used. Patients with DM may use a substantial amount of medical and pharmacy services not directly attributable to DM, and attributable cost method may underestimate the total cost of DM. This study has limitations inherent to the retrospective claims data analysis and generalizability of results is limited to those from similar population.